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1 Water & Energy Crisis



THE WORLD FACES DUAL CLIMATE AND WATER CRISES
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ENERGY AND AGRICULTURE ARE 
LEADING DRIVERS OF GHG EMISSIONS

Global greenhouse gas emissions by sector 

WATER STRESS IS INCREASING
Driven by population growth, increased demand, and climate change

Data Source 
Climate Watch and WRI, 2020
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Presentation Notes
Water storage is a central part of the solution to two looming crises.The world faces an acute climate crisis. We are not on track to meet the Paris climate targets. Current pledges and policy commitments are off track to limit global warming to 1.5 degrees. We know that we need to transform our energy; agriculture, food, water and land use; and urban systems to get on the path to net zero emissions and avoid the worst impacts of the climate crisis, which will disproportionately fall on the world’s poorest. Water storage is a critical element of many of the needed transitions.  And the impacts of the climate crisis are linked to the acute and growing water crisis – a crisis of too much, too little, and too polluted water. Growing water stress is leading to increased competition and even conflict over water for food, industry, public health, and the environment. The pressure is on both the demand and supply side.Demand for water has been increasing steadily since the 1950’s, fueled by population growth, increased development, and a warmer climate. Water demand is expected to increase by 30% by 2050.At the same time, water supply – already inadequate in some areas – is expected to become more variable and uncertain with climate change. As the planet warms, we will see increasing flood and drought risks and water scarcity, as you can see in the maps on the right.We know empirically that lack of water storage is a constraint to growth. In countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, which face high rainfall variability, their GDP is highly correlated to rainfall and GDP growth falls in drought years.There are compounded inequalities at play – the countries with the most difficult hydrology are also the poorest. At the same time, they have the least storage capacity – and lack the resources needed to invest to use water productively to increase their GDP. Many of our client countries have less than 500 cubic meters of storage per person, compared with more developed countries with 5 times that amount. 



WATER 
STORAGE
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WATER STORAGE IS NEEDED TO SOLVE THE
CLIMATE AND WATER CRISES

Disaster Risk Management

Cities
Water for urban populations and 
industries

Storage reduces flood and drought risks

...to ensure that there is water for development, climate mitigation and adaptation.

Green Energy
Clean hydro and pumped storage provide 

renewable energy, grid flexibility, energy storage

Biodiversity
Green storage and watershed management 
provide biodiversity benefits

Food Security
Irrigation provides food for all
Sound water management to reduce GHGs

Jobs
Storage enables job growth in 

agriculture, industry

Human Capital
Water for health and education

Inclusion
Opportunity to allocate water to 
marginalized and vulnerable people 
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Water storage and hydropower are critical in addressing both the climate crisis and the water crisis. In doing so, they provide a variety of benefit streams that advance the Bank’s commitment to green, resilient, and inclusive development.Hydropower, which often relies on stored water, provides renewable energy and flexibility in grid management.  And water storage more broadly increases the availability of water across time, helping us adapt to climate change and enhancing reliability of services such as water supply, irrigation and transportation; improving the capacity to recover quickly from extreme weather events such as floods and droughts; empowering resilient urban growth; ensuring inclusive allocation of water resources; generating ecosystem services by ensuring year-round environmental flows; and ensuring job growth in agriculture and industry. And these benefit streams in turn support the achievement of key development agendas that touch nearly all of the SDGs – including food security, biodiversity protection, disaster risk management, health, urban development, inclusion, and the green energy transition.



• Energy sector source of almost 75% of emissions 
• Clean Energy Transition 
• Renewables 
• Energy efficiency 
• Batteries 
• Reliability and security 
• Investments and energy transition financing challenges 
• $8 trillion needed in 2020 to meet NDCs 
• $10 trillion more aggressive 
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The  energy  sector  is  the  source  of  around  75% of greenhouse  gas  emissions  today  and  holds  the  key  to  averting  the  worst  effects  of  climate  change,  perhaps  the  greatest challenge humankind has faced. Reducing global carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions to  net zero by 2050 is consistent with efforts to limit the long‐term increase in average global  temperatures to 1.5 °C. This calls for nothing less than a complete transformation of how we  produce,  transport and consume energy.Renewable Energy (RE) has emerged as a major solution to addressing energy development needs and combating climate change. The Clean Energy Transition, which calls for a momentous expansion of RE globally, charts a pathway to achieving the targets established in the Paris Agreement on climate change and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). The World Bank Group, a long-standing supporter of RE development, is committed to these objectives by way of helping client countries achieve their energy and environment goals. The path to net‐zero emissions is narrow: staying on it requires immediate and massive deployment  of  all  available  clean  and  efficient  energy  technologies.Ever‐cheaper renewable energy technologies give electricity the edge in the race to zero.Our pathway calls for scaling up solar and wind rapidly this decade, reaching annual additions of 630 gigawatts (GW) of solar photovoltaics (PV) and 390 GW of wind by 2030, four‐times the record levels set in 2020. For solar PV, this is equivalent to installing the world’s current largest solar park  roughly every day. Hydropower and nuclear,  the  two largest sources of low‐carbon  electricity  today,  provide  an  essential  foundation  for  transitions.  As  the electricity sector becomes cleaner, electrification emerges as a crucial economy‐wide  tool for reducing emissions. Electric vehicles (EVs) go from around 5% of global car sales to more than 60% by 2030. 



2 Hydropower’s growing demand



Hydropower needs to increase capacity by at least 
850 GW by 2050 in order to support the energy 
transition and tackle climate change
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Hydropower needs to increase capacity by at least 850 GW by 2050 in order to support the energy transition and tackle climate change



Hydropower is today the world’s 
largest source of low carbon 
electricity

• In 2020 hydro generated around 17% of 
global electricity (~4,370TWh) – more 
than all other renewables combined

• 21GW added in 2020: a 1.6% increase 
on the previous year

• Recent growth has been overwhelming 
led by China - adding nearly 50 GW over 
the last 5 years
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world

Capacity added 2016-2021, MW

Rest of world 266.6
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Hydropower remains a significant generation source for producing electricity although its global position has shifted. Its dominance as one of the two largest generation sources has waned and been surpassed by natural gas. Nevertheless, hydropower still produced 17 percent of the world’s electricity, ranking third.



Why 850+ GW by 2050?

Global electricity generation by source, Net Zero scenario
(IEA 2021 – Net Zero by 2050)

<1.5C scenario, IEA
(~33,000GW total capacity)

Hydropower expansion is needed as part of 
future low carbon electricity systems and to 
tackle dangerous climate change

• At least 850 GW additional by 2050 - limiting 
temperature rises to <2C 

• Hydropower’s role will increasingly shift to 
enhancing system flexibility and supporting 
variable wind and solar PV

• At least 1200 GW additional by 2050 - limiting 
temperature rises to <1.5C and achieving Net Zero 

• Hydropower becomes the largest source of flexible 
generation
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Moreover, the technology is responsible for 60 percent of electricity produced from RE sources, although investments in other technologies have more recently begun to expand rapidly. Hydropower is an attractive choice because it is often a least-cost generation option for many power systems. It can  also be flexibly operated (dispatchable) when developed with storage reservoirs, able to shift production to  respond to demand fluctuations (load-follow). This flexibility is particularly important because of its ability to help balance the intermittency  of other variable renewable resources (VRE) such as wind power and solar PV (due to availability of wind and sunshine). The overall RE Evaluation identified integration of the growing share of VRE in power systems as a major barrier that could stymie the expansion of RE going forward



What if we don’t build new 
hydropower?
Hydropower is less polluting than fossil fuel 
alternatives and offers long-term storage and 
flexibility
• If 850 GW of new hydropower were replaced by coal 

or gas, it would lead to annual carbon emissions 
equivalent to that of India and Japan respectively

• Lithium-ion batteries more suitable for short duration 
(<4 hours) storage

• CCUS yet to be deployed at scale
• Green hydrogen urgently needed for hard-to-abate 

sectors
• Significant demands for growth on other technologies 

(nuclear, bio-energy etc.)

~2.6 
billion 
tonnes 
CO2 
annually

~1.1 
billion 
tonnes 
CO2 
annually
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According to World Bank internal estimates, our clients account for 93 percent of the capital invested in coal-fired power generation at risk of being stranded.  Eliminating emissions from today’s existing 2080 GW coal fleet by 2040 would require more than 100 GW of coal capacity to be retired each year for the next 20 years – roughly one coal unit every day until 2040. While the average economic lifetime of a coal plant is 40 years, 60% of today’s fleet is 20 years old or less. Either the global coal power fleet will exhaust most of the remaining global carbon budget or approximately US$1 trillion of stranded assets in the power sector must be managed, i.e., retired or repurposed. .  



Potential hydropower 
capacity
Academic studies indicate there is more than 
enough global potential to achieve 850+ GW 
by 2050 – even allowing for economic, social 
and environmental constraints

• Hydropower 2050 – converted 
TWh/year estimates from studies to 
indicative GW capacity

• Large potential in areas where hydro 
relatively underdeveloped

• Excludes pumped storage where there 
is great potential for expansion

Region Indicative Potential 
Hydropower Capacity 
(GW)

Installed capacity 
2020 (GW)

Africa 630 38

Europe 350 254

East Asia and Pacific 1100 501

North and Central 
America

620 205

South America 500 177

South and Central Asia 600 154
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Academic studies indicate there is more than enough global potential to achieve 850+ GW by 2050 – even allowing for economic, social and environmental constraints



Hydropower pipeline
New analysis of IHA database 
indicates 548 GW of future 
hydropower capacity in pipeline

• Categories within pipeline:
• Under Construction – 156 GW
• Regulator Approved – 165 GW
• Pending Approval – 138 GW
• Announced – 89 GW

• Large regional variation – growth 
led by Africa, East Asia & Pacific, 
and South & Central Asia

Region Capacity (GW)
Percentage 
(%)

East Asia and Pacific 240 43.8
Africa 118 21.5
South and Central Asia 91 16.6
South America 48 8.8
North and Central 
America 28

5.1

Europe 23 4.2
Total 548 100

Hydropower ‘pipeline’ by region, IHA database
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New analysis of IHA database indicates 548 GW of future hydropower capacity in pipeline�



In most regions the 
potential far exceeds 
what is needed. 
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In most regions the potential far exceeds what is needed. 



Scale of the challenge

Globally, there is enough 
potential to reach 850+ GW by 
2050

But there is a clear gap – of at 
least 300GW – between the 
pipeline and what is needed
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Globally, there is enough potential to reach 850+ GW by 2050�But there is a clear gap – of at least 300GW – between the pipeline and what is needed�



Policy recommendations
Governments and regulators can implement policy change in 
a number of areas to encourage hydropower investment

Finance
• Recognise additional benefits of hydro e.g. flexibility
• Provide long-term visibility of revenues
• Remuneration for ancillary services

Sustainability
• Widespread adoption of Hydropower Sustainability Standard

Regulation
• Proportionate, streamlined license/permit processes

Maximise existing infrastructure
• Invest in modernisation
• Assess scope for retrofitting



Percentage of capacity with more than 20 years (Source: IHA)

Latin America's 
Aging Hydropower 
Fleet
By 2020 there will be 93 GW 
of capacity in hydroelectric 
plants with more than 30 
years of operation. REHAB

Presenter
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Hydropower supplies almost 50% of electricity demand in Latin America and the Caribbean (LAC), and current projections estimate that the installed hydroelectric capacity will continue to grow to meet future demand. However, an important part of LAC’s hydroelectric park was developed more than two decades ago, and the region needs to consider a modernization plan to promote sustainable development. A recent IDB study shows that the region needs to invest approximately USD33 billion to do so, only considering electrical and electromechanical installations. Modernization projects have several advantages, such as low environmental and social impacts, and high economic profitability. Nevertheless, to promote such investment, immediate and coordinated action by all actors, both public and private, is necessary. Especially, it requires an active role of both planning entities and regulators. By 2020 there are 93 GW of capacity in hydroelectric plants with more than 30 years of operation. These plants are important because most of them were built with large storage capacity, which makes them essential for the operation of systems that have a growing share of intermittent energy, non-dispatchable. 



Reality Check - Is 850 + 
really possible  ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite its attractive features, developing hydropower is complex, challenging, and has been controversial. High up-front costs and front-loaded risks make it difficult to finance, especially for the private sector, which developed only about a quarter of the newly installed hydropower capacity during the past decade. Complexities can lead to cost and time overruns that can undercut project benefits. Adverse environmental and social impacts can often be considerable if they are not adequately addressed to meet industry and international standards. Overcoming these challenges are essential for any successful hydropower development program. 
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HYDROPOWER MUST BE PART OF A BROADER SECTOR AND POLICY 
REFORM AGENDA

Storage projects can be used to incentivize sector reforms where needed

• Institutions: Sufficient legal and regulatory frameworks, provisions 
for investment and PPP

• Management of Water and Energy Resources: Basin planning and 
coordination, water information, allocation, and enforcement 
mechanisms for efficient water use

• Financing and Tariffs: Creditworthiness, cost recovery, long-term 
sectoral outlook 

• Project Structuring: For operating and managing storage (special 
purpose vehicles, etc.)

• Off-Take: Off-taker arrangements and improving reliability for 
efficient delivery of services – in irrigation, water supply, energy

To achieve sustainable benefits, hydropower 
projects may require reform in: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the years, a key lesson we have learned is that storage projects need to be designed and operated considering the broader sectoral context and policy reform agenda to ensure the impact and sustainability of benefit streams. This can require reforms in several areas, including in legal and regulatory framework;  basin planning and coordination; tariff schemes for energy and water services; creditworthiness of irrigation, water supply and energy service providers; project structuring; and off-taker arrangements. 



Source: Jim Gordon
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International experience indicates that the risk and return profile of hydropower changes significantly over its lifecycle with resulting changing roles of public and private financing. While there are significant uncertainties in early stages of hydropower development and construction, these uncertainties significantly reduce during the post-commissioning operation and maintenance stage. See Figure. Such a profile is particularly typical for large and complex hydropower projects, such as hydropower with a multi-purpose reservoir or with pump storage. Therefore, in the early stages of development private sponsors and financiers, often do not have the appetite for significant investment in hydropower projects leaving the public sector with a critical role in financing the initial development costs and in some cases, where risk levels remain high, also in financing the construction costs. The risk-return profile and long gestation of hydropower projects mean that “patient financing” is necessary for these projects to materialize. MDBs financing, coupled with climate finance when feasible, are well suited to be part of this “patient financing” and to enable transformational hydropower projects.    



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost $12 trillion of investment grade corporate and government bonds have negative yields, predominately in Europe and Japan. Nearly half of all European government bonds have a negative yield, with the total amount outstanding at €4.4 trillion ($5 trillion) in June 2019. 



Private sector investment in 
hydropower is low compared 
to other energy generation 
technologies, even in 
developed and emerging 
economies. Only 27 percent of 
new hydropower generation 
capacity over the last decade 
has been added by the private 
sector. 

Source: IHA/Platts Database 2019
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Private sector investment in hydropower is low compared to other energy generation technologies, even in developed and emerging economies. Only 27 percent of new hydropower generation capacity over the last decade has been added by the private sector. This is very low compared to other renewable technologies such as wind and solar. Data also show that private ownership diminishes the greater the size of the project. 90 percent of the largest hydropower projects financed exclusively by the public sector. Though commercial financing is necessary to enable the large investments required for hydropower, public ownership, at least partly and in the early stages of development, is likely to continue as the norm in the future. Developing countries, however, need innovative financing solutions and help to raise commercial financing to avoid having to leave good hydropower projects on the shelf.



World Bank 
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Presentation Notes
The World Bank Group has a long history of supporting hydropower as an important contributor to economic development. The institution has financed over 300 hydropower projects dating back to the 1950s, although participation by the private sector emerged only in the 1990s. A slowdown in the late 1990s due to environmental and social concerns was reversed following the institution’s commitment to adhere to a set of international good practices into hydropower development. Between 2000 and 2017, the World Bank Group extended $8.1 billion in financing for 140 hydropower projects covering over 40 percent of developing countries with hydropower resources. Of these projects, the World Bank supported 72 hydropower projects with total commitments of $5.4 billion; IFC committed $2.7 billion for 58 investments; and MIGA guaranteed 10 hydropower projects. During this time, hydropower represented the single largest RE technology supported by the institution. The World Bank Group’s strategic intent in supporting hydropower, which has evolved over time, is presently being developed around a) the replacement of costlier fossil fuels, b) smooth integration of VRE technologies, and c) contribution to climate change and local economic development. Considering the sizable existing hydropower portfolio, the institution’s commitment to address climate change, and the fact that nearly 90 percent of hydropower expansion in the Transition is forecast to take place in developing countries, supporting the technology will continue to be of strategic importance for the World Bank Group.
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The WBG also sees hydropower as a key clean energy source—and an important option to support 22 Prioritizing Key Systems Transitions the integration of wind and solar in power systems. The WBG will support countries in developing sustainable and resilient hydropower, while not damaging the ecosystems, and the associated water storage needed, including through regional cooperation to advance complementary investments across countries.Power System Planning As more people and economic sectors rely on the power grid, it needs to be reliable and resilient. Power infrastructure is vulnerable to many climate change impacts: from reduced water supplies, to more frequent extreme weather events, including severe heat, storms, and floods. BRAZIL. System-level and operational planning—such as modifying existing equipment or making choices in selecting new facility sites and equipment purchases—can help build resilience. Actions that reduce demand (e.g., through improved energy efficiency, demand management tools such as smart metering, and reduced transmission losses) can help reduce stress on the overall power system. Climate resilience is an emerging priority that relates to the stability and performance of energy systems against extreme climate events. This is particularly important as renewable generation and hydropower, as well as energy demand, are highly affected by climate conditions.



World Bank

Support public goods and de-risk private 
investments through:

• Upstream engagement: Build public sector 
policy and capacity through basin studies, 
planning and training (including for E&S good 
practices) and project development support.

• Financing transformational projects with long 
gestation periods and high initial risks, 
leveraging public and private financing as 
appropriate in line with the Maximizing Finance 
for Development principle. When limited 
resources are available, projects will be 
evaluated through a regional lens.

De-risking / credit enhancement through
long-term political risk insurance for other
lenders and foreign equity holders

MIGA

• Advisory and InfraVentures: early-stage 
capital, E&S capacity building, global expertise

• Investment: debt and equity financing
• Blended Finance: de-risking or concessional 

instruments

IFC

WBG APPROACH TO FINANCING HYDROPOWER & STORAGE
includes crowding in other finance

25

Crowding in donor and private finance by
de-risking investments, leveraging loans, green
climate and other funds

OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Presenter
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As the WBG have a large role to play in providing initial financing, in lowering the risk profile of projects through technical design and institution building, through guarantees, and in using our convening power to crowd-in other investment.  Because of the long timelines and complicated nature of many of the more transformational water storage and hydropower projects, the public sector/WB has a critical financing role to play in the early stages of development , including to de-risk possible private financing – beyond just our upstream technical work that also plays a de-risking role.  More specifically, international experience indicates that the risk and return profile of hydropower changes significantly over its lifecycle with resulting changing roles of public and private financing. While there are significant uncertainties in early stages of hydropower development and construction, these uncertainties significantly reduce during the post-commissioning operation and maintenance stage. Such a profile is particularly typical for large and complex hydropower projects, such as hydropower with a multi-purpose reservoir or with pump storage. Therefore, in the early stages of development private sponsors and financiers, often do not have the appetite for significant investment in hydropower projects leaving the public sector with a critical role in financing the initial development costs and in some cases, where risk levels remain high, also in financing the construction costs. The risk-return profile and long gestation of hydropower projects mean that “patient financing” is necessary for these projects to materialize. WB’s IBRD and IDA financing and PRGs, as well as IFC’s de-risking or concessional instruments, coupled with climate finance when feasible, are well suited to be part of “patient financing” and to enable transformational hydropower projects. There is also opportunity to tap into climate finance, recognizing the mitigation and adaptation benefits of water storage -- to grow our client’s water storage engagements.



WHAT CAN WE ALL DO 



What can MDBs do to help ?
Technical Assistance for Upstream Engagement could include assisting client countries 
with:
(i) Policy & Regulatory Support. Policies and institutionalizing least cost and low-carbon 

development planning both in country and regional integration contexts;
(ii) Financing. Funding pre-feasibility studies, including integrated river basin 

management plans, power system planning, early incorporation of E&S considerations 
(SESA, CIA, consultations, benefit sharing etc.) 

(iii) Technical Assistance and Capacity Building. Optimum development models (optimum 
financing and operating structure, the specific roles/timing of public/private sector 
intervention

(iv) Coordinating sector intervention targeted at improving the bankability of the offtaker;
(v) Institutional capacity building for the clients 



Sustainability
Going forward, the only acceptable 
hydropower is sustainable hydropower. The 
Hydropower Sustainability Council is leading 
the way by developing a new Standard

• Hydropower Sustainability Standard
• New projects to be independently certified
• Projects should mitigate impacts to environment and 

communities
• Calls for world where hydro projects enable:

• Healthy ecosystems
• Prosperous communities
• Resilient infrastructure
• Good governance



MYTH # 10 HYDROPOWER  
PROJECTS ARE ALWAYS DELAYED 
AND COST MORE 

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES 
TO HYDROPOWER 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FIDIC has extended the terms of its license agreement with the World Bank dated 6 February 2019 to enable the use the Emerald Book contract for all underground works contracts under World Bank-financed projects, for which invitations for bids are published on the bank’s website no later than 31 December 2024.



Studies indicate that 1 MW of hydropower from 
Bhutan and Nepal has a potential of integrating 
5-6 MW of VRE in Bangladesh and India.  
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Presentation Notes
KATHMANDU, NOVEMBER 2Nepal has received permission for power trading in the Indian energy market at competitive rate.The Energy Exchange under the India's Power Ministry on Monday granted permission for Nepal's power to be traded in Indian power exchange market. In the first phase, 39MW power, including 24MW produced from Nepal Electricity Authority-owned Trishuli hydropower and 15MW Devighat power house has been permitted for trading in Indian Energy Exchange.



Net economic benefits of hydropower
dropower can deliver sizable economic benefits if developed in line with industry practices and international standards
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IEG evaluated the net economic benefit of the hydropower portfolio taking into consideration the impact of unanticipated cost and time overruns, by applying cost-benefit methodology for 57 hydropower projects supported by the World Bank Group. The sample covers the extended period from 1975 until 2015. Despite the substantial overruns experienced, the evaluation found the World Bank Group supported hydropower portfolio delivered considerable economic benefits.  The net benefits (i.e. NPV) based on the savings from avoided cost of alternate technologies were over $500 billion, likely undervalued at appraisal because of challenges in predicting long-term fossil fuel prices. The same portfolio also helped avoid over one billion tons of carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions by displacing fossil-based generation substitutes. These global externality benefits, which were often not considered in investment decisions, were valued at an additional $350 billion. This confirms that hydropower can deliver sizable economic benefits if developed in line with industry practices and international standards



THE END 
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